6. CLOCKS TICKING

Metronomic $\textit{j} = 116$

Chant & Percussion 1-4

\textit{A pp}  
\begin{align*}
\frac{4}{4} & \\
\text{C-a-t-e-r-pi-l-a-r, s-t-e-g-o-sa-u-r-u-s, a-l-l-i-g-a-t-o-r, p-o-m-e-gra-n-a-t-e,}
\end{align*}

Ch & P1-4

\textit{B mf}  
\begin{align*}
\text{b-a-r-r-a-c-u-d-a, b-a-l-l-e-r-i-n-a, C-i-n-d-e-r-e-l-l-a, p-l-u-m!}
\end{align*}

Ch & P1-4

\textit{C mf}  
\begin{align*}
\text{b-a-r-r-a-c-u-d-a, b-a-l-l-e-r-i-n-a, C-i-n-d-e-r-e-l-l-a, p-l-u-m!}
\end{align*}

Voice

\begin{align*}
\text{G7 C G7 C G7 mf C}
\end{align*}

1. There's a feel-ing in the air,___
2. mu-sic in the air,___
3. mag-ic in the air,___

Voice

\begin{align*}
\text{G7 C G7 div. mf C}
\end{align*}

___ There's a feel-ing in the air___ to-night.___
___ There is mu-sic in the air___ to-night.___
___ There is mag-ic in the air___ to-night.___

---

Voice

\begin{align*}
\text{G7 C G7 unis. F/Bb}
\end{align*}

___ Can you hear the clocks strik-ing,___
___ Can you hear the clocks tick-ing,___
___ Can you hear the clocks chim-ing,___
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22 C/F

Voice

time march - ing
by?

time pass - ing
by?

time fly - ing
by?

Ch & P1-4

D\(^{(sus4)}/G\)

mp

24

Voice

f

F/Bb

C/F

Can you hear the clocks striking,
time marching
Can you hear the clocks ticking,
time passing
Can you hear the clocks chiming,
time flying

mf

f

Ch & P1-4

quick snack, Black-Jack, bric a - brac, ric rac,
Top Shop, top hat, to - pi - cal, top notch,
on time, night time, out of time, lost time,

27 Bb/Ab

Voice

by?

by?

by?

Ch & P1-4

Chin chin, chin - ing wag,
Meer cat, pus - sy cat,
Boo hoo, poo - oo poo,

mp

28

Voice

f

F/Bb

C/F

Can you hear the clocks striking,
time marching
Can you hear the clocks ticking,
time passing
Can you hear the clocks chiming,
time flying

mf

f

Ch & P1-4

ding dong, sing - song, bill - a - bong, ping pong,
fat cat, top cat, Che - shire cat, cool cat,
tea cup, egg cup, F. A. cup, World cup,
1. Half moon, full moon, crescent moon, blue moon,
Hotch-potch, hopscotch, hopalong, hot spot,
In tune, theme tune, Loney Tunes, show tune.

2. There is

STOP THE CLOCK!

3. Dm7/G Gb7(add11)

Swanswell, Cook Street, Bishop-gate, Broad-gate,
Jimmy Hill, Thomas White, S'lector, Ska,

D

Swanswell, Cook Street, Bishop-gate, Broad-gate,
Jimmy Hill, Thomas White, S'lector, Ska,
3. There is

D.S. al coda

Coda

Stop the CLOCK!